In eukaryotes--especially in mammals--functional mRNAs depend crucially on the correct processing of transcribed sequences, governed by (alternative) splicing and 3′ end formation[@b1]. At the molecular level these reactions rely on the recognition of the corresponding core RNA elements by different factors involved in transcript processing, i.e., components of the splicing machinery (e.g., U1 and U2) that target the splice site sequences in order to remove introns[@b2] and polyadenylation signals that correspondingly bind to the Cleavage/Polyadenylation Specificity Factor (CPSF) for initiating the 3′ formation[@b3][@b4]. In addition to these central elements, modern molecular biology has demonstrated several scenarios of more complex splicing reactions that regulate the correct abundance of alternative gene products, involving accessory proteins, non-coding RNAs and also epigenetic factors. However, these mechanisms follow very cell-type and gene-specific rules that are not applicable in the general case[@b5][@b6][@b7][@b8][@b9].

The genomic sequence varies from individual to individual, and already some published case studies show that genetic markers can affect the control of RNA processing[@b10][@b11][@b12]. Particularly in human, the causal DNA variants of several diseases have been demonstrated to tamper with the control of splicing[@b13][@b14][@b15]. Traditionally, best practices for carrying out systematic studies on splicing mechanisms involve specifically designed mutagenesis experiments in minigenes[@b16][@b17], which despite their evident usefulness, are restricted to a single locus and mutation in each experiment[@b18]. Predominantly hampered by the lack of availability of genome-wide genotype and phenotype data across a sufficient number of individuals, mechanistic investigations of differences in RNA-processing throughout populations have so far been limited to small numbers of genes and individuals[@b19][@b20][@b21][@b22][@b23]. However, the advent of high-throughput sequencing technologies also heralded a new generation of population-scale projects that analyse combined DNA and RNA sequencing across multiple individuals. Such studies generally focus on identifying *which* genetic elements are statistically associated with a certain phenotype---usually defined as a quantitative trait locus (QTL) resolved at gene- transcript- or exon-level---rather than building hypotheses about *how* these phenotypic changes are mechanistically projected from the DNA to the RNA molecules[@b24][@b25][@b26][@b27][@b28][@b29][@b30][@b31].

In our present work, we employ data from the Geuvadis Project that provides deep RNA-sequencing in lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) collected from 462 individuals of five populations genotyped in the 1000 Genomes Project[@b32]. The Geuvadis RNA-Seq experiments are described extensively in Lappalainen *et al*.[@b33] with a detailed analysis of the technical variation in 't Hoen *et al*.[@b34]. Our main study[@b33] already used this data set to map and to characterize regulatory variation, showing by expression QTL (eQTL) analysis that genetic control of gene expression and transcript processing appears largely independent. Here, we drill into the molecular mechanisms of RNA modifications that are modulated by genetic polymorphisms in the sequence motifs of annotated splice donor and splice acceptor sites at the 5′ and 3′ ends of introns[@b35], as well as in poly-A signals affecting the 3′ formation of transcripts[@b36][@b37]. Beyond genotypes, our study also extends to the effect of additional sequence variants in functional elements that are likely due to RNA editing mediated by the adenosine deaminase acting on RNA (ADAR) enzyme, as observed by divergences of the RNA-Seq reads from the corresponding DNA sequencing data. Combining the resolution of sequencing transcriptomes from hundreds of individuals in a population-scale project, we also pinpoint rare and therefore often not annotated transcriptional elements, i.e. splice sites, introns and cleavage sites. Altogether, our studies describe a comprehensive classification and comparison of the different ways in which RNA processing can be affected by these sources of sequence variation and serve as a reference for forthcoming mechanistic studies on RNA regulation by minority alleles.

Results
=======

Genomic variants in splice sites can affect the splicing potential positively or negatively
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to investigate the molecular mechanisms that cause splicing variation between populations, we focused on variants that directly affect the affinity of annotated splice sites, considering an informative sequence of 9nt for splice donors including the GT dinucleotide, and 27nt for splice acceptors that include the AG dinucleotide and additionally the typical area of the preceding polypyrimidine tract (see Methods). When superimposing the 1000 Genomes DNA polymorphisms[@b32] to the Gencode transcriptome version 12 reference transcriptome[@b38], we find 10.7% (51,342 out of 477,880) of the annotated splice sites to harbor one (92% out of the 51,342) or multiple sequence polymorphisms in the core splice site motif (up to seven polymorph positions per splice site, [Supplementary Fig. 1a](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Splice sites exhibit a repression of indels (2.2% vs. 3.6% indels overall, p-value = 0.017). Also, allele frequencies of indels in splice sites are shifted to lower values (median frequency = 0.039 *vs*. 0.049 for indels not affecting splice sites, p-value = 0.11 Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) test) likely due to purifying selection against large genomic perturbations in functional elements[@b32], albeit coding sequences with \<0.5% indels exhibit even higher depletions. Furthermore, the frequency of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) occurring at certain positions of the splice site sequence is negatively correlated with the information content of the consensus motif, and the dinucleotides involved in the splicing reaction are mostly exempt of sequence polymorphisms ([Fig. 1a,b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}).

Following earlier reports that genetic polymorphisms can directly affect splicing[@b39][@b40], we computed splicing scores traditionally used in gene finding for evaluating the affinity of an RNA sequence to the splicing machinery in a systematic manner (Methods). Gene finders usually score potential splice sites in order to predict gene structures, however, we created a high-throughput tool for studying the effects of sequence variation in splice sites by employing these scoring schemes in an introspective manner, i.e. *a posteriori* given a set of splice sites. In technical terms our "Scorer" tool avoids the computation of a majority of hypothetical splice sites in a genome, and the associated overhead of filtering these predictions with respect to a given set of genes, and it additionally allows to provide a list of specific sequence variants based on the corresponding reference genome. For scoring splice sites, we employed the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) scoring matrices provided by the gene predictor GeneID[@b41], which we further evaluate in the following with respect to their capabilities of introspectively evaluating splice site affinities based on the Geuvadis dataset.

[Supplementary Fig. 1b](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows that the implemented HMM model predicts different scores for donor and for acceptor sites, however, the scores computed for alternative splice sites and exons are lower than those for sites that are constitutively spliced, confirming earlier observations that modification of splicing can be driven by less efficient binding of splicing factors to the RNA sequence[@b42]. Turning to our Geuvadis phenotype data, we reassuringly observe several examples where the RNA-Seq splice-junction coverage supports our predictions of variant effects in the expected manner. In order to analyse how the predicted splice score of variants correlates with our RNA-seq data, we first studied the correlation between changes in the HMM score, measured as the difference between the score computed for the GRCh37 reference genome splice site sequence and the corresponding sequence with the annotated genomic variants, and percent-spliced-in (PSI) scores[@b43] of alternatively included exons (0.2 \< PSI \< 0.8 in \>80% of the individuals). We found that exons with variants that lower the computed splice site score ("negative" effects in [Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) exhibit low inclusion levels even in individuals carrying the reference allele (median PSI score 0.37), whereas variants with "positive" effects target preferentially the flanks of exons that are already relatively highly included employing the reference allele (median PSI score 0.76). The exon inclusion level then further gradually increases/decreases in individuals accumulating more variants with positive and respectively negative effects in their splice sites ([Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). In a nutshell, our analyses demonstrate that between individuals the usage of splice sites and of entire exons can be negatively as well as positively controlled by genetic variants.

To further evaluate and to classify the predicted HMM score changes, we compared them to corresponding predictions based on Position Weight Matrices (PWMs) from the complementary splice site discovery database SpliceRack[@b44], providing the reference and variant splice site sequences collected by our Scorer tool. We analyzed different thresholds on the computed HMM score differences below which we do not consider a change in the score between the reference and the alternative allele of a splice site as biologically meaningful. We then classified sequence alterations for which we predict positive score changes above the chosen threshold as "enhancing" variants, and correspondingly negative score changes exceeding the threshold as "weakening" variants. Sequence polymorphisms that lead to score deviations less than the selected threshold are considered as "neutral" variants. When comparing for each threshold the classification by the HMM model to corresponding PWM-based calculations ([Fig. 1d](#f1){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the systematic study shown in [Supplementary Fig. 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we observe clear enrichment of shared predictions in all three categories (i.e., "weakening", "neutral", and "enhancing" variants) at all thresholds, peaking at a threshold of 1.5 for donor and 1.0 for acceptor sites (p-value \< 3e-323 at all thresholds, chi-squared test, [Fig. 1e](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The high agreement between both independent scoring schemes suggests that splice site scores are primarily a function of the analyzed sequence rather than the model employed to compute the score.

Splice site disrupting variants are rare in the genome and in the gene pool
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

In contrast to PWM estimates, the HMM model also pinpoints sequences with consecutive bases that have not been observed in the training set of splice sites used to establish the model (Methods). We therefore extend our classification to "activating" and "disrupting" variants for comparisons where the reference or alternative allele exhibit such splice site-absent sequences. Such variants include previously described SNPs that trigger alternative splice site usage between individuals by switching on/off cryptic splice sites. In these cases, homozygous individuals exhibit exclusively the use of one or the other exon boundary, whereas heterozygous individuals provide evidence of both splice sites being used ([Fig. 2a--c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}).

[Figure 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the distribution of the different variant classes considered across all splice sites and individuals in the Geuvadis dataset and shows that the major part of SNPs in splice sites indeed fine-tunes the splicing activity, with a notably higher fraction of splicing weakening than enhancing variants (\~17% *vs*. 4%). Disrupting variants (\~10.5%) are less frequent, and actually only an exceptional minority (\<0.5%) of SNPs in Gencode splice sites is activating. The differences in the relative proportion of disrupting *vs*. activating variants--and similarly also of weakening *vs*. enhancing variants--are presumptively provoked by a bias for functional alleles in the GRCh37 refs [@b45], [@b46]. Since our classification of the variant effect depends by definition on the allele included in the human reference genome, the Geuvadis data suggests that in total \~22% of splice sites with genetic variants are modified in their splicing potential, about half of them severely by entirely disrupting the splicing activity, compared to a dominating subset of \~68% variants without predicted effects.

Our classification of genetic variants on splice sites is based on the effect of the non-reference allele, which corresponds to the derived allele when assuming that the reference genome represents the ancestral state. However, this is *a priori* not always the case. We therefore measured for variants in each variant class the global derived allele frequency (DAF), i.e., the frequency of the non-ancestral allele (Methods). [Figure 2e](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows that splicing-disrupting and also -weakening sequence polymorphisms are significantly more enriched (p-value \~ 2e-3 and 2e-4, Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test) in low derived allele frequencies as compared to neutral variants. Enhancing variants on the contrary are shifted towards higher DAFs (p-value \~ 2e-4, KS test), and activating variants differ substantially in their global DAF distribution from all other splice site variant classes: 72% of activating SNPs exhibit DAFs \>0.1 (p-value \~ 9e-5 compared to the distribution of neutral variants, KS test). Our results imply that activating variants are common variants for which the reference assembly of the human genome actually describes a low-frequency derived allele that disrupts the splice site.

To further estimate the degree to which the Geuvadis experiment can complement current knowledge about transcript annotation in LCLs, we superimposed split-mappings to the exon-intron structures of Gencode v12 to rescue putative novel introns (PNIs) that describe non-annotated exon-exon junctions (Methods). We found \>64 million reads supporting \~2/3 of the annotated introns (222,862 out of 337,247 introns) and additionally \~14.7 million split-mappings that provide evidence for \~1.1 million PNIs. Although the overall size distribution of PNIs follows largely the one of introns annotated in the Gencode reference, a mixture of two lognormal distributions caused by distinct groups of short (\~100nt) and long (\~1,600nt) introns[@b47], there are outliers of extremely short and long PNIs ([Supplementary Fig. 3a](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Most PNIs are predominantly observed in few individuals ([Supplementary Fig. 3b](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and also covered poorly by split-mappings in comparison to introns annotated in the Gencode reference ([Supplementary Fig. 3c](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, PNIs also reflect many RNA-biology attributes similar to their annotated counterparts ([Supplementary Fig. 4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the majority of PNIs (\~74%) locate within annotated transcripts (i.e., "internal" events), and \~82% of them also employ at least one annotated splice site ([Table 1a](#t1){ref-type="table"}).

But also PNIs involving non-annotated (i.e., novel) splice sites and those that extend the transcript boundaries beyond the Gencode annotation ([Table 1b](#t1){ref-type="table"}) are supported well by complementary RNA-Seq data from the Encode project[@b48], especially at higher thresholds of individual- and population-support ([Table 2a](#t2){ref-type="table"}). Like annotated splice sites ([Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), novel splice sites show evidence for genetic control of their splicing functionality, although at expectedly lower read support levels ([Supplementary Fig. 3d](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). When clustering genetic variation caused by 19,528 variants in novel GT/AG splice sites from PNIs confirmed by \>150 individuals according to the effects on splicing, we find amongst the variant groups a ranking similar to the one of splice sites annotated in the Gencode reference, but with highly significant shifts towards fewer neutral (p-value \~ e-30, Fisher Exact test) and weakening (p-value \~ e-29), but more enhancing (p-value \~ e-125), activating variants (p-value \~ e-65, [Fig. 2f](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). In the context of our previous observations on the bias of the human reference genome in favor of more functional elements, these differences can be explained by non-annotated PNIs showing a reduced bias for functional reference alleles ([Fig. 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"} *vs*. 2f). However, we also observe an increase in the relative proportion of disrupting variants (p-value\~ e-14), which could reflect that disrupted splice junctions are underrepresented in the Gencode annotation by their generally lower expression levels[@b26].

RNA editing as a splice site modulator
--------------------------------------

Next, we employed our methodology to analyze Gencode splice sites for the impact of potential RNA editing events catalyzed by the ADAR enzyme complex (Methods), which produces A-to-I conversions that are represented by A-to-G transitions in the RNA-Seq data[@b49]. Reassuringly, our approach calls substantially fewer splice sites with putative RNA editing polymorphisms than with genetic polymorphisms (\<0.01% *vs*. 10.7%). Only two of the 39 editing events we predict to incur in the region of annotated splice sites are contained in the complementary RADAR-2 database[@b50], however, this database includes data from studies that intentionally select against editing events in annotated splice sites[@b51][@b52][@b53]. In contrast to genetic variants ([Fig. 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), more than twice the proportion of edited nucleotides (\~68% *vs*. 32%) disrupt their harboring splice site, which can be expected by mechanistic restrictions when considering the possible sequence alterations of ADAR editing in the canonical dinucleotides of annotated sites ([Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Consequently, we observe 28 A-to-G transitions that disrupt the AG acceptor dinucleotide, whereas the only activation event we predict for ADAR editing incurs by conversion of a donor AT dinucleotide, usually employed in a very limited set of introns spliced by the minor spliceosome[@b54].

Our data in [Supplementary Fig. 5a](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} further suggests that RNA editing targets significantly shorter introns (median 607nt vs. 1,881nt in constitutive introns), and particularly RNA editing events that disrupt splicing activities are limited to very short introns (median 522.5nt vs. 972nt in the other introns with edited sites, p-value \~1.1e-09, MWW test). [Supplementary Table 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} also summarizes that, according to the Gencode reference transcriptome, most of the splice sites (28 of 41 sites) that are affected by RNA editing are alternatively spliced, which interestingly leads predominantly to retaining the entire intron (in 18 of 28 introns with edited sites). Indeed, we also observe in the Geuvadis dataset substantial amounts of reads from introns flanked by sites with predicted editing events ([Supplementary Fig. 5b](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), in agreement with recent reports concluding that the ADAR complex can sterically block the splicing machinery from accessing the RNA substrate[@b55].

Unlike the binary state of variants encoded by the genome, RNA editing constitutes a more gradual trait that has been reported to vary across individuals, transcript sequences and gene expression levels[@b56]. Interestingly, we also find in the Geuvadis data that the editing efficiency in splicing disrupting events anti-correlates with the splicing efficiency, as introns flanked by disrupted sites that are exhaustively edited (\>0.9 of non-reference bases) exhibit higher intron read coverages and therefore more retained introns ([Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). We do not observe this difference for non-disruptive editing events ([Supplementary Fig. 5c](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results support complementary observations of splicing[@b57] and also RNA editing[@b58] being co-transcriptionally competing processes ([Fig. 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Our findings suggest that both molecular processes are often temporally coordinated, as also reported by complementary evidence[@b55][@b59], and that RNA editing can guide splice site choice in particular genes and species[@b60][@b61][@b62][@b63].

Genetic diversity in polyadenylation signals
--------------------------------------------

Beyond splicing, we also investigated the impact of inter-individual DNA variability on polyadenylation. To obtain 3′ end information we predicted 52,349 putative cleavage sites (PCSs) from read mappings that align partly with the genomic sequence and exhibit poly-A tails (Methods). The number of PCSs found with higher read support levels decreases rapidly ([Supplementary Fig. 6a](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), but independently of the expression rate of the underlying transcript ([Supplementary Fig. 6b](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In our further analyses we focus on the conservative subset of 21,102 PCSs supported by ≥2 reads, which are still twice as many as identified in previous studies[@b28][@b64]. These PCSs exhibit a high degree of overlap with annotated 3′ UTRs (71.4%), especially within a distance of 50 nt from 3′ transcript ends annotated in Gencode (66%), and they are highly supported by complementary RNA-Seq data from the Encode Project ([Table 1b](#t1){ref-type="table"}).

Scanning the genomic sequence around these PCSs (Methods), we identified for 96.3% of them sequences that agree with earlier described poly-A motifs, and the nucleotide distribution of their consensus also matches earlier reports[@b36]. For those that coincide with polyA-signals provided by the Gencode annotation, we additionally analyzed the degree up to which genetic variation affects the composition of the poly-A motif. Most poly-A motifs are exempt of SNPs, but [Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows 235 events of SNPs that are reproducing known poly-A signals and therefore overall maintain the consensus profile ("altered motifs", left panel in [Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) in contrast to 214 polymorphisms that produce sequences unknown to function as poly-A signals that distort the consensus and therefore likely disrupt the affinity of the site to the CPSF ("degraded" motifs, right panel in [Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, we observe that poly-A motifs that are degraded by genetic variation locate marginally but significantly further away from the PCSs ([Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), indicating a different relevance of the CPSF for 3′-end formation. Summing up, we collected the Geuvadis RNA-Seq evidence for splice sites, introns and cleavage sites that are not annotated in the Gencode v12 reference, and we exhaustively characterized the implications of genetic variation also in these novel elements.

Discussion
==========

In this study we employed the genetic diversity annotated for 462 individuals from the 1000 Genomes project, to compose a genome-wide catalogue of genetic polymorphisms in annotated splice sites and to estimate their potential effects on splicing based on the sequence changes in splice site motifs. In this light we consider the landscape of inter-individual variants described by the large-scale Geuvadis experiment as a natural source of mutagenesis experiments from which we deduce rules for the regulation of splicing. Due to their important functional role, splice sites are generally depleted for genetic polymorphisms, and our results suggest an even higher level of selective constraints in the splice site dinucleotides than in the adjacent exon sequences. Employing HMM scoring models established in gene finding, we implemented a tool that allows to score the splicing potential of splice sites and their variants. We evaluate the computed score by an alternative scoring model based on PWMs, and we compare the results produced by either method to establish a rationale to classify the changes observed in splicing scores in five classes (i.e., disrupting, weakening, neutral, enhancing, and activating variants). From a computational point of view, we contribute to forthcoming studies along the same lines by making our programs to compute splicing scores for reference and variant sites publicly available.

Based on these score predictions, the mechanistic impact of genetic variation on splice sites is often of subtle nature, for instance modulating the inclusion level of alternative exons, but can also be rather severe. We describe variants that activate or disrupt entirely the splicing activity, providing examples from the Geuvadis Project where SNPs switch intron splicing allele-specifically on or off. Although RNA-editing can also affect splicing, we find that ADAR-edited splice sites are comparatively rare, however, with a higher degree of disrupting variants caused by A-to-G substitutions in the canonical AG dinucleotide of the acceptor site. Our analyses suggest that RNA-editing targets mainly short introns of evolutionary rather old genes, most of the edited sites are already known to be alternatively used and many are related to intron retention. The Geuvadis dataset shows a substantial amount of intronic reads in introns with edited sites, as expected in the proposed model under which the ADAR complex makes the RNA molecule inaccessible to the splicing machinery, and in concordance with the computed splice site scores the RNA-Seq coverage is even higher in introns with splice sites that are predicted to disrupt splicing activity. We also find that the RNA-Seq read coverage of introns with splice sites disrupted by RNA-editing increases when editing levels rise close to the complete substitution of the genomic base, whereas this is not observed in introns with edited sites that are still predicted to be functional. Altogether, the computational models we apply to combined DNA- and RNA-sequencing at a population scale support multiple aspects of RNA editing postulated by previous observations in limited gene sets.

Allele frequencies from the 1000 Genomes project show that most of the genetic variation affecting splicing stems from rare alleles in the population, but we discover also a small set of common polymorphisms that actually describe a functional splice site in contrast to a splicing-defective reference sequence, which shows that relying exclusively on the reference genome in gene annotation and polymorphism effect estimation may be problematic in specific cases. In fact, the combined sequencing depth of hundreds of samples and billions of reads provides us with the power to detect thousands of transcribed elements that are not annotated in the Gencode reference annotation, including novel introns (PNIs) and cleavage sites (PCSs). The majority of these previously undetected elements are also discovered in complementary RNA-Seq data from the Encode project and exhibit attributes similar to the biology of their annotated counterparts. Many of them occur only in few individuals, which may be the reason why they are absent from existing annotations, but they may still be important determinants of personal transcriptomes by contributing to the genetic makeup of each individual.

Employing these novel elements predicted from the phenotype data, we show that PNIs exhibit a higher proportion of activating as well as disrupting variants, indicating that the absence of their splicing can be tolerated more often. These conclusions are in agreement with our observations of comparatively low splicing and population frequencies for PNIs. We also find that genetic polymorphisms potentially disrupt poly-A signals, especially in cases where the CPSF recognition site localizes slightly further away from the PCS. In a nutshell, our results are certainly limited because RNA-Seq in the Geuvadis experiment have been obtained from a single cell type per individual, namely lymphoblastoid cell lines, and we expect that our observations will be extended in the future with more population-scale tissue data becoming available. However, our study demonstrates a hitherto less explored potential for mechanistic studies on the inter-individual variability and population diversity in RNA-processing that can be derived by combined RNA- and DNA-sequencing.

Methods
=======

[Supplementary Fig. 7](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows an overview of all resources employed and the analyses carried out for this work, employing the analyses detailed in the following.

Computing splicing scores
-------------------------

Following traditional approaches in gene finding[@b41], we employ computational splice site models that comprise an informative sequence of 9nt for splice donors (interval \[−2; 7\]), and 27nt for splice acceptors---from −24 to +3 including additionally the typical area of the upstream polypyrimidine tract[@b65]. We first apply these models to the splice sites annotated in the GENCODE version 12 reference transcriptome, and subsequently also to novel introns (PNIs, see below) as well as predicted RNA-editing in splice sites (see below). To estimate splicing efficiency of polymorphisms, the splice site sequence composition is represented by a second order Markov Model[@b66][@b67]. Under this model, sequences with a higher degree of similarity to the consensus bind more tightly to the corresponding factors of the splicing machinery[@b68][@b69], and therefore are more frequently observed as authentic splice sites[@b70][@b71]. We then compute the log-odds "splicing score" and compare the scores of sequences derived from splice site variants with the score of the corresponding splice site reference sequence in the human genome assembly GRCh37. Our scoring algorithm is implemented in the Scorer tool of the Astalavista framework available at <http://scorer.sammeth.net>, which we employed using the command: astalavista -t scorer -i gencode_v12.gtf -c GRCh37_sequences_folder --gid geneid.human.070123.param --vcf population_variants.vcf -f population_variant_scores.vcl

where geneid.human.070123.param is the GeneID parameters file for the human genome, downloaded from <ftp://genome.crg.es/pub/software/geneid/human.070123.param>.

Comparison of HMM scores with PWM scores
----------------------------------------

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) scores were calculated with our Astalavista Scorer tool as described above. Position Weight Matrix (PWM) scores were calculated by running the FIMO[@b72] motif scanning tool with default parameters on the splice site DNA sequences retrieved with the Astalavista Scorer tool, using PWMs from the SpliceRack database[@b44]. The motif score assigned by FIMO was used as the PWM score. For both approaches, score differences Δ~HMM~ and Δ~PWM~ were calculated by subtracting the reference sequence (RS) score from the variant sequence (VS) score, with negative score differences suggesting splice site "weakening" variants while positive differences imply splice site "enhancing" variants. As the PWM scores exhibited a trimodal distribution separated by minima at \~+/−6, we classified all score differences between −6 and +6 as "neutral" variants ([Supplementary Fig. S2a](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We subsequently varied the "neutral" threshold for the HMM score differences between 0 and +/−2.5, and we determined the degree of classification agreement as enrichment between the two scoring schemes using the chi-square test from the R statistical program[@b73]. The enrichment is measured as the standardized residuals of the chi-square test, i.e., an enrichment of x means that the observed frequency of coincidences is x times the standard deviation away from the expected frequency of coincidences between both models.

Classification of sequence variants in splice sites
---------------------------------------------------

SNPs that increase/decrease the splicing score of a reference splice site sequence above/below the previously determined threshold (\|τ\| = 1.5 for donors, and \|τ\| = 1.0 for acceptors) are classified as "enhancing"/"weakening" variants. In the cases where either the GRCh37 genome or the splice site variant reproduces a sequence that is absent from the training set of our model, we assume that the sequence does not represent a functional splice site and consider the corresponding variants as "activating"/"disrupting" the splice site potential. All other sequence variations that do not change the splicing score more than \|τ\| are "neutral" polymorphisms. We employed the global derived allele frequencies (DAFs) computed for the non-reference alleles by the 1000 Genomes Project.

Prediction of RNA editing in splice sites
-----------------------------------------

We employed the samtools (version 0.1.18) mpileup tool in combination with the bundled vcfutils.pl script[@b74] to call sequence polymorphisms from RNA-Seq reads by the following command: samtools mpileup -C0 -m3 -F0.0002 -E -d999999 -q20 -DSuf hg19.fa -b inputBams \| bcftools view -cgv - \| vcfutils.pl varFilter -Q25 -d3 -D4999500 -a2 -w10 -W10 -10.0001 -21e-400 -30 -40.0001 -p \> variants.vcf

This pipeline produces from the Geuvadis RNA-Seq mappings ("inputBams") a list of variants ("variants.vcf"), employing the mpileup standard parameters for disabling the adjustment of mapQ (-C0) and for the minimum fraction of gapped reads (-F0.002), but allowing a higher per-BAM depth (-d999999), to attribute for the unequal read coverage in genes with different expression levels, and requiring a higher mapQ (-q20) for mappings to be considered during calling. The corresponding parameters (-D4999500 and -Q25) were also adjusted in the vcfutils.pl filtering script, where we additionally increased the stringency for polymorphisms to not locate up to 10nt next to a gapped position (-w10 and -W10). Subsequently, we merged the calls from 421 individuals with non-imputed genotypes in the Phase2 dataset of the 1000 Genomes Project[@b32], removing polymorphisms with a median coverage of \<10 at called sites, with \<10 samples showing the called non-reference base, and with a variant quality of \<100 assigned by SAMtools. We thus obtained 8,479 predictions polymorphisms, of which 7,770 (91.6%) correspond to 1000 Genomes genotype variants employed by the Geuvadis Project:

<http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/experiments/E-GEUV-1/files/genotypes/>

Considering the transcription directionality of each respective gene, 39 of the remaining 709 non-genomic polymorphisms correspond to A-to-G variants that modify in total 41 introns annotated by the Gencode reference ([Supplementary Table 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Prediction of putative novel introns (PNIs)
-------------------------------------------

We rescue PNIs from split-mapped RNA-Seq reads that indicate non-annotated alternative 5′ or 3′ splice sites within proximity of up to 30 nt to an annotated exon boundary, considering only properly paired mappings with a mapping quality of at least 150, an edit distance ≤6, and an insert-size of ≤1,000,000 nt. We then superimpose PNIs to the exon-intron structures of the Gencode v12 annotation, and we employ our earlier described definition to classify the patterns of alternative splicing events implied by these novel introns[@b75].

Prediction of putative cleavage sites (PCSs)
--------------------------------------------

To identify putative cleavage sites, we employ unmapped reads containing a poly-A tail (or a poly-T head) that pinpoint the cleavage site in poly-adenylated mRNAs. After trimming the reads for these subsequences, filtering them by a minimum informative length (\>25nt after trimming) and removing low complexity reads (i.e., read sequences with an \[A\] and \[T\] content ≥80%), we obtain \~24 million reads of which 685,351 map uniquely to the genome and indicate 52,349 putative cleavage sites (PCSs). This can be summarized by the following commands, using the trimest tool[@b76]: samtools view -f 4 \$BAMFILE \| awk '{if(\$10 !\~ /\\./&& ((\$10\~/AAAA\$/) \|\| (\$10 \~/\^TTTT/))){cnt++;print "\>"cnt"\\n"\$10}}' \| trimest -filter -minlength=5 -fiveprime Y -mismatches=1 \| perl FastaToTbl.pl \| awk --f selByLenAndContent.awk \| perl TblToFasta.pl\>\$OUTFILE

selByLenAndContent.awk: {len=length(\$2);cntA=cntT=0; for(i=0;i\<len+1;i++){if(substr(\$2,i,1)=="A") {cntA++;} if(substr(\$2,i,1)=="T") {cntT++;}}rA=cntA/len;rT=cntT/len;rr=rA+rT;if((rr \< 0.8) && length(\$2)\>25){print;}}

This pipeline receives as input a BAM file (BAMFILE) and produces a file with polyA reads already trimmed and selected. The scripts FastaToTbl and TblToFasta convert from tabular format to Fasta format. We consider a PCS predicted from the Geuvadis RNA-Seq data to be confirmed if we can extract a corresponding PCS from the Encode dataset that intersects in the genomic region to which the non poly-adenylated parts of supporting reads align. This analysis can be summarized by the following command using BedTools[@b77]: windowBed -a gencode.polyA.sites.bed -b./geuvadis.polyA.bed -w 50 -c \| awk '{if(\$7\>0)print}'

Finding poly-A signals
----------------------

In order to identify poly-A motifs for previously identified PCSs, we use a recursive approach similar to an earlier proposed method[@b37]. We employ 13 hexamer motifs that have been identified as potential binding sites of the CPSF[@b36][@b37], i.e. AATAAA, ATTAAA, TATAAA, AGTAAA, AAGAAA, AATATA, AATACA, CATAAA, GATAAA, AATGAA, TTTAAA, ACTAAA, AATAGA. This list of hexamers is ranked by the frequency with which each motif is observed, with AATAAA being the most and AATAGA the least frequent poly-A motif in the human transcriptome. We then scan the DNA sequences of 50 nt around the previously predicted PCSs in a top-down approach, starting with searching for the most frequently occurring hexamer; if a corresponding hexamer sequence is found, we record its position, otherwise we continue scanning with next most frequent motif until all of the 13 known poly-A motifs have been tested.
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![Genetic polymorphisms in splice sites.\
The distribution of nucleotide diversity (black curve) observed around splice donors (**a**) and splice acceptors (**b**) shows that polymorphisms are repressed in exons when compared to introns. Splice site dinucleotides are largely exempt of polymorphisms, and the frequency of polymorphisms observed in the remaining positions of the splice site motif scales about inversely with the information content of the consensus sequence (zoomed out areas). (**c**) Genetic variants with effects on the splicing score of alternative exons (0.2 \< PSI \< 0.8 in \>75% of the population) are not randomly distributed. Variants for which the model predicts negative splicing effects target exons that are already mostly excluded in individuals that employ the reference splice site alleles (median PSI\~ 0.4, light blue curve), whereas variants with positive effects occur in the splice sites of exons that are predominantly included in individuals with reference alleles (median PSI\~ 0.75, light red curve). The predicted effect then gradually increases the observed PSI ex-/inclusion level in genotypes with one or both splice sites of an alternative exon accumulating negative/positive alleles (medium and dark blue/red curves). (**d**) The heatmaps show the agreement (from blue = depletion to red = enrichment) in the splice site score differences (Δ) caused by variants when comparing the scores computed by the HMM model employed herein (y-axis) with the scores obtained by a complementary PWM based model (x-axis), separately for splice donor (left panel) and acceptor sites (right panel). At the thresholds chosen to distinguish neutral from weakening/enhancing variants (\|τ\| = 1.5 for donor and \|τ\| = 1.0 for acceptor sites), the comparison between the classifications based on HMM predictions and those computed by PWMs yield very high enrichment scores (weakening = 72.87, neutral = 51.4, enhancing = 46.41 for donors, and weakening = 86.51, neutral = 76.18, enhancing = 33.17 for acceptors). (**e**) The Chi-Square Test statistic shows that indeed the best agreement between the PWM and the HMM scoring scheme is obtained at a threshold of \|τ\| = 1.5 (for donors, blue curve) respectively \|τ\| = 1.0 (for acceptors, red curve).](srep32406-f1){#f1}

![Distribution of different variant classes.\
(**a--c**) Scatter plots with examples for splice site switching triggered by splice site disrupting SNPs at the flanks of coding exons. The distribution of read counts at the extended (x-axis) and the shortened (y-axis) exon boundary is reported for all individuals carrying exclusively the reference allele (green), for individuals with homozygous SNP alleles (blue), and for heterozygous individuals (red). (**a**) A NAGNAG tandem acceptor site (delta = 3) in the TOR1AIP1 gene, (**b**) alternative acceptor sites (delta = 6) in the XRCC4 gene, and (**c**) alternative donor sites (delta = 6) in the URK3 gene. (**d**) The distribution of variants that stem from DNA polymorphisms in splice sites annotated by the Gencode v12 reference, classified accordingly by the differences in predicted splice site scores into disrupting (red), weakening (blue), neutral (gray), enhancing (green), and activating (orange) variants. Most sequence variants in splice sites are predicted to be neutral, and the Gencode reference splice sites harbor many more weakening and disrupting than enhancing and activating variants. (**e**) Derived allele frequencies (DAFs) of variants categorized according to the five different variant classes: alleles of enhancing variants (green bars) are deviating significantly (p-value \~ 2e-4, KS test), and alleles of activating variants (orange bars) even more significantly (p-value \~ 9e-5, KS test), from the distribution of allele frequencies of neutral variants (gray bars), enriching in higher abundant alleles. Weakening (blue bars) or disrupting variants (red bars) on the contrary accumulate more in low allele frequencies than neutral variants (p-value \~ 2e-3 and p-value \~ 2e-4, KS test). (**f**) An analogous pie chart as shown in (**d**), but for variants in novel splice sites of PNIs, exhibits relatively less neutral and weakening, but more enhancing, activating, and also disrupting variants.](srep32406-f2){#f2}

![ADAR catalyzed RNA editing predicted in splice sites.\
(**a**) A-to-I RNA editing catalyzed by the ADAR complex can disrupt (red marker) the canonical U2 splice acceptor dinucleotide AG, as for instance predicted in the MDM2 gene. In contrast, the GT splice donor dinucleotide can be created from AT, which is usually recognized as a donor only by the minor spliceosome, as predicted in the RASGRP3 gene. (**b**) Incomplete RNA editing (red boxplot) of splicing disrupting bases is associated with significantly lower intron coverage by RNA-Seq reads (y-axis) than observed for disrupted sites that are exhaustively edited (blue boxplot, p-value = 0.03, MWW test). The observed intron read coverage can serve as a proxy for the number of introns retained when the splicing machinery fails to recognize the correspondingly edited, thus disrupted, splice site. (**c**) The cartoon sketches a competitive model for the cotranscriptional processes of splicing and RNA-editing, where components of the splicing machinery (e.g., U2) compete with the ADAR enzyme complex for the splice site substrate.](srep32406-f3){#f3}

![Genetic variants in poly-A motifs.\
(**a**) The sequence logo of poly-A motifs in the human reference genome sequence GRCh37 reproduces well the distribution of nucleotides from earlier reports (sequence logo at the top). Genetic variants can change the poly-A motif to another sequence that is known to act as a poly-A signal (i.e. "altered" motifs, sequence logo at the bottom-left of the panel), or they can disrupt the poly-A motif such that the variant sequence no longer corresponds to any reported poly-A signal ("degraded" motifs, sequence logo to the bottom-right). (**b**) When analysing the distribution of distances between poly-A signals and the closest PCS, the 235 poly-A motifs altered by genetic variants (blue distribution) localize slightly but significantly (p-value 0.016 MWW test) closer to the PCS than the 214 poly-A motifs that are degraded by SNPs (red distribution).](srep32406-f4){#f4}

###### Alternative splicing implied by putative novel introns (PNIs).

![](srep32406-t1)

The table summarises novel alternative splicing events implied by superimposing the 21,761 Gencode PNIs supported by \>150 individuals to the transcript structures of the Gencode reference annotation. The events have been grouped according to their localisation within the transcript body (i.e., "internal events", [Table 1a](#t1){ref-type="table"}) or beyond the transcript extremities ("extension events", [Table 1b](#t1){ref-type="table"}). The 1^st^ row presents the number of novel splice sites, i.e. the splice sites of the PNI that are not annotated in the Gencode reference, described in each category (i.e., the column). The 2^nd^ row provides the total count of such events. Rows 3--8 show the two most frequently observed event patterns ("pattern \#1" and "pattern \#2") in the category and a summary of remaining patterns ("more patterns"), with the corresponding number of single events observed for each pattern. (a) Most internal PNIs link novel splice sites to an existing one (\~73%), less frequently introns employ two novel sites (\~18%), and novel combinations of existing sites are rather exceptional (\~8%). (b) In contrast, PNIs employing novel splice sites upstream of the annotated transcription start site (TSS) or downstream of the annotated cleavage site (CVS) are more frequently combinations of two novel splice sites (\~62% *vs*. \~59%).

###### Mutual confirmation of novel transcriptional elements in Geuvadis and Encode RNA-Seq data.

                             Geuvadis    Encode    Novel
  ------------------------- ----------- -------- ---------
  \(a\) PNIs                                          
  All                        1,068,786   62,5%    400,697
   \>0 in all populations     205,649    94,9%    10,553
   \>150 individuals          21,761     97,8%      469
   \>300 individuals           6,660     97,9%      139
   \>450 individuals            846      97,4%      22
  \(b\) PCSs                                     
   all PCSs ≥2 mappings       21,102     62,8%     7,856
   not overlapping 3′ UTR      6,032     40,2%     3,607
   overlapping 3′ UTR         15,070     86,6%     2,017

The table presents the number of different (subsets of) novel transcriptional elements (rows) predicted from the Geuvadis experiments (column 2), the proportion of these elements that is additionally confirmed by Encode RNA-Seq reads (column 3), and the number of non-overlapping (i.e., novel) elements in Geuvadis as compared to Encode. (a) Nearly 2/3 (\~63%) of the putative novel introns (PNIs) in Geuvadis are also contained in the 34,926,167 Encode PNIs. Applying more restrictive population support thresholds on the PNIs leads to high confirmation rates (\>97%). (b) Putative cleavage sites (PCSs) with a support of ≥2 RNA-Seq reads show similar a base level (\~63%) of overlap between the Geuvadis data set and the 160,331 PCSs correspondingly rescued from the Encode data. For PCSs outside annotated 3′ UTRs the confirmation rate decreases (\~40%), whereas PCSs in 3′ UTR regions are strongly supported by Encode data (\~87%).
